Our Education system
With the growing world, the countries are in a race for getting the first position or
stage for becoming the most Economical Country. But, for the economic
development, our country’s children and youth need to be educated. And for
educating the youth and children we need to have a proper education system.
There is a vast difference between the old education system and the new or
modern education system. In the olden education system, students didn’t get the
facilities which we get in this era. In the olden times the students sat down and
didn’t have any technological facilities like Plasma, Sound system or any Smart
Class Apps. Nowadays it’s all available plus, a thing that is most good is we get
benches to sit. In the olden times the people had to go everywhere and give
everyone messages about a holiday in school or any other issue or matter but,
nowadays just a single click is required and we get the messages from the schools.
In the olden days if the student had any difficulty, he or she needed to go to the
teacher’s house to find a solution but, now in the modern era we can just
download educational apps so we can get free Videos and Tutorials to study, we
can also give online exams if we aren’t able to reach the Exam Hall.
Administration is also changed in today’s education system. First, the
administration was handled by people whether it is account, records or anything
else but, nowadays we just need to save a folder in a computer and after a small
click everything gets shown on your computer screen and you can easily print it.
To count money, there are Machines available. Even if the children and teacher or
teacher and head authority wants to contact each other, Emails are provided and
a central or a common email is given for the whole staff. If a child or the child’s
parents have any problem they just need to message the teacher. Nowadays
there are video calls available by which meetings can be done easily, instead of
gathering at a specific place like old times. You can just have a Conference Call
and have a meeting. If a child lives away from his or her parents, marks are
messaged to his or her parents.
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Technologically also the Education System has got improved as, first there were
no CCTV’s to catch a thief but nowadays every single movement of a person is
captured in a school’s CCTV Footage. Even in the buses CCTV’s are available.
There are proper accessories given from the schools to the students to maintain a
standard and it’s very different from the olden times where students used to
wear anything and come to school. Libraries, Music and Dance Rooms are
provided to students with Classrooms which have all standard facilities and
central A.C. Assembly Halls are also centrally A.C so the students don’t need to
stand outside in an open area. Proper Sanitation and Proper Food is provided with
Filtered Water. The proper sanitation keeps students Healthy and healthy
students get educated to be Wealthy. The wealthy students are a big part of a
Country’s Economy. At last: Education, Economy, Infrastructure, Future,
Technology and Sanitation all are connected to the Education System. If the
Education System of a country is good then it’s Future will also be good.
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